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Greetings,
In response to feedback from exhibitors at ADX20 Sydney, ADX Melbourne is
launching in 2021! With 5,500 dentists in Victoria and less than 10% of them
travelling to ADX Sydney, we know that Melbourne is a vastly undercapitalised
market for hands-on experience of dental products and services.
Excitement is already building for ADX Melbourne. To be held over three
days (6 to 8 May 2021) at the Melbourne Convention Exhibition Centre,
ADX Melbourne joins ADX Sydney as the premier dental event. ADX Melbourne
provides your business the opportunity to reach the greatest number of
decision makers from dental practices nationwide.
ADIA first convened a trade show forty years ago and this experience,
combined with the advice and guidance from member businesses just like
yours, is why it rates so highly from an exhibitor’s perspective. First and
foremost, ADX Melbourne is designed as a vehicle to promote your business
and drive sales. Everything we do is designed to bring you more quality
customers. Our aim is to deliver to you More people, More often, For longer.
For this reason, in the months leading up to the event, there is an extensive
nation-wide promotional campaign focused on maximising attendance. By the
time the doors open at ADX Melbourne your business will already have been
exposed to thousands of dental professionals.
At ADX Melbourne we’re introducing People’s Choice awards for Best Booth
(small, medium and large). These winners will receive cash prizes worth over
$5,000, plus social media tiles and a certificate to display.
Whether you’re looking for a little niche reminder of your brand or you want to
make a huge splash in the market, there’s also a sponsorship opportunity for
your business. We have a range of pre-prepared sponsorship opportunities,
or you can create your own. If it will add value to you, let us know and we’ll
make it happen. There’s even a Best Activation prize. See page 16 for more
information and pages 17 to 32 for some ideas.
ADX Melbourne is convened by the Australian Dental Industry Association
(ADIA), the peak business organisation representing manufacturers and
suppliers of dental products. Our focus is on ensuring that this event is a
commercial success for every exhibitor. Take the next step in the growth of
your business and secure your space at ADX Melbourne today.
We look forward to seeing you there,

Kym De Britt
CEO
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ADX MELBOURNE

For exhibition booth sales and
logistics, contact:

Jan Van Dyk
Exhibitions Operations Manager
jan.vandyk@adia.org.au
1300 943 094
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For sponsorships, partnerships
and business focussed Learning
Labs, contact:

Nikki Kelso
Director of Corporate
Engagement
nikki.kelso@adia.org.au
1300 943 094

more
more
for

PEOPLE
OFTEN
LONGER

The clinical CPD program at
ADX Melbourne is being curated
by the ADA NSW Centre for
Professional Development.
To apply to present CPD
sessions at ADX Melbourne,
contact:

Abby Corrigal
ADA NSW Centre for
Professional Development
abby.corrigall@adacpd.com.au
1800 737 346

ADX ONLINE

INTRODUCING ADX ONLINE
We’re delighted to launch Australia’s first virtual
dental tradeshow, ADX Online. Introduced to
augment ADX Melbourne, ADX Online will be an
online marketplace to provide access to more people,
more often, for longer.
MORE PEOPLE
We know that 70% of ADX attendees are local, meaning a large proportion
of dental professionals in Australia are missing out on ADX. By providing a
convenient way to engage with ADX without leaving their practice or home,
there are greater opportunities to help them See, Buy, Learn.

MORE OFTEN
Visitors can dip in and out of ADX Online as they wish, so can drop by for a chat
any time during business hours. They don’t need to close their practice or lose
valuable clinical days in order to attend ADX. This way, they can make most
use of their breaks, late cancellations by patients and later opening hours to
engage with your business multiple times throughout the event.

FOR LONGER
By running for two weeks, time in market for your brand and message is
extended considerably beyond ADX Melbourne.
ADX Online has a number of great features above and beyond ADX Melbourne:

•

Automatic contact details lead capture of everyone who engages with your
brand

•

Smart matching actively drives the most valuable potential leads your way

Best of all, exhibiting via ADX Online is free for all ADX Melbourne exhibitors
and sponsors who confirm their space by 14 February 2021!
Over the next several pages, you will find more information about the
opportunities that ADX Online presents, as well as some neat ways to boost
your brand to your audience.

Kym De Britt
CEO
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more
more
for

For virtual booth enquiries
contact:

Jan Van Dyk
Exhibitions Operations Manager
jan.vandyk@adia.org.au
1300 943 094

For sponsorships, partnerships
and business-focussed Learning
Lab seminar presentations,
contact:

Nikki Kelso
Director of Corporate
Engagement
nikki.kelso@adia.org.au
1300 943 094

PEOPLE
OFTEN
LONGER

The clinical CPD program at
ADX Online is being curated
by the ADA NSW Centre for
Professional Development.
To apply to present CPD
sessions at ADX Online, contact:

Abby Corrigal
ADA NSW Centre for
Professional Development
abby.corrigall@adacpd.com.au
1800 737 346
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ADX ONLINE FAQS
HOW WILL WE PROCEED
AS COVID-NORMAL?

WHAT IF I DON’T HAVE ENOUGH STAFF FOR
BOTH ADX MELBOURNE AND ADX ONLINE?

We are living in very unusual times of unprecedented
rapid change. ADX Melbourne may be subject to
COVID restrictions and not viable to proceed. Exhibition
space will be free to all exhibitors and sponsors who
have registered to exhibit at ADX Melbourne before
14 February 2021. ADX Online will provide myriad
opportunities to interact with current and potential
customers online, regardless of whether ADX
Melbourne proceeds.

We know that ADX Melbourne is a huge opportunity, but
also hard work for your staff. For this reason, ADX Online
will open after ADX Melbourne has closed and bumped
out. We strongly encourage you to be an active part of
ADX Online in order to maximise your results.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO
EXHIBIT AT ADX ONLINE?

The great thing about ADX Online is that the resources
within your booth (information you provide to visitors)
is unlimited. So if you wanted to, you could fit it all into
one of the template options. You could split out your
brands into multiple smaller booths for a small fee. You
could even arrange with the platform provider to do a 3D
render of your physical booth (for a fee). It’s up to you.

Your virtual booth at ADX Online is free for
ADX Melbourne exhibitors, partners and sponsors
confirmed by 14 February 2021. See page 5 for more
information about pricing for other exhibitors.

HOW WILL CUSTOMERS KNOW
TO COME TO ADX ONLINE?
ADIA will be actively marketing ADX Online to current
and potential attendees. We strongly recommend that
you also let your database know that you’ll be at ADX
Online. We will be providing all exhibitors with a link that
you can promote to your database: by clicking on that
link, they’ll go straight to your booth after registration.

HOW WILL PEOPLE FIND ME?
There are several ways that visitors can find you. They
can click into the exhibition hall and navigate through
the exhibitors to find you. Alternatively, they can gain
express entry straight to your booth if they:

•
•
•
•

click the link you provide them, delivering them
straight to your booth once they’re registered;
click on your logo in any of the sponsorship
areas and it will go straight to your booth;
select your logo from the display in the virtual foyer;
click on your name from the exhibitor
list in the virtual foyer

I HAVE A LARGE BOOTH AT ADX
MELBOURNE. HOW DOES THAT
WORK FOR ADX ONLINE?

MY ADX MELBOURNE BOOTH IS GOING
TO BE AMAZING. HOW CAN I GET THE
SAME IMPACT IN ADX ONLINE?
Our platform is infinitely flexible. You can create a
custom booth (or even a 3D rendering of your ADX
Melbourne booth) via the exhibitor portal, once your
booth is confirmed (additional charges may apply).
You can also consider additional promotions via
sponsorship. See page 7 for more information.

HOW DO I GIVE OUT PRODUCT SAMPLES
OR BROCHURES AT ADX ONLINE?
There are a couple of great ways to get your information
out to visitors. First of all, you can display digital
brochures on your stand. They’re free to upload, and
those “brochures” can even be videos, slide decks or
any other digital item. ADIA can also pre-populate the
ADX Online showbag with your digital item (see page 8
for more information). And, if you have special items
or samples that you want to give away, you just need to
promote that on your booth. It can be simple such as
“click here to go into the draw to win” or “the first 200
to click here will win”. That way, you can collect any
data you need to qualify your leads, and it’s another
marketing message opportunity when you send them
the item directly.
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HOW DO I DEMONSTRATE A PHYSICAL
PRODUCT IN AN ONLINE PLATFORM?

HOW DO I INCREASE MY
PRESENCE IN ADX ONLINE?

There are lots of ways to engage visitors with your
brand at ADX Online, even if you sell physical product.
Of course, you can provide written information, demo
videos and webinars via your booth. You can book
appointments in advance so you can have a video
meeting with potential customers. Most exciting,
though, is the platform provider has offered to provide
3D rendering of your product (additional charges apply).

First and foremost, actively marketing your participation
to your database is the best way to make sure your
current and potential customers know you’ll be at ADX
Online. Emailing a personalised invitation to everyone
in your database can go a long way to increasing
your number of visitors. During ADX Online, use the
dedicated link that ADIA will provide (free of charge)
that will shortcut visitors to your booth once they’re
registered. Finally, you may wish to consider one of the
many ADX Online sponsorship opportunities. See page 7
for more information.

I WORK CLOSELY WITH OTHER
EXHIBITORS. HOW CAN I PROMOTE
OUR RELATIONSHIP TO ATTENDEES?

HOW DO I USE ADX ONLINE?

We love that ADIA members can cross-promote one
another. As part of your booth, you will receive a link
that provides express entry to your booth. If you want to
grant express entry to your booth from a partner’s booth
or website, just provide that link to the other exhibitor(s)
you work with. Chat with your partner and include their
link behind their logo on your booth, too. You can also
provide their express link to your customers via the chat
function, if they could benefit from visiting your partners.

Full training will be provided to all exhibitors and
sponsors, so you can maximise your impact of
participating at ADX Online. We’ll also be providing tips
and advice in the Exhibitor Portal to help you help us
make ADX Online a roaring success.

WHAT IF I CAN’T EXHIBIT AT
ADX MELBOURNE?
ADX Online is a great opportunity to reach new
customers, even if you aren’t able to join us at ADX
Melbourne. Whether you’re working from home or
back in the office, you are able to select a booth-only
package. See below for more information.

HOW MUCH IS A VIRTUAL BOOTH AT ADX ONLINE?
EARLYBIRD
Before 14 February 2021

AFTER
14 February 2021

ADX MELBOURNE EXHIBITORS & SPONSORS:

FREE

$499 + GST

ADIA MEMBER:

$499 + GST

$999 + GST

ADIA NON-MEMBER:

$699 + GST

$1499 + GST

Includes:

•
•
•
•

Your selection from five template booth styles
Ability to brand the booth to your corporate colours
Automatic lead capture
Smart matching to promote lead quality

•
•
•

Unlimited resource uploads (videos, brochures, catalogues)
Live chat & video calls with attendees
… and more
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INCREASE YOUR IMPACT AT ADX ONLINE
Hi there,
We are so pleased to launch Australia’s first virtual dental trade show. We’ve
partnered with a platform that knows trade shows, and more importantly,
knows ADX. They know what we’re all trying to achieve together, and they’re
here to help us make that happen for you.
A virtual booth is just the start of additional marketing opportunities offered
by ADX Online. Every hyperlinked instance of your logo can go wherever
you want – to your website, to a sign-up page or a shortcut to your booth.
Being virtual, every single engagement is an automatic lead capture for you.
Sponsors (including those from ADX Melbourne) will be featured on a sponsor
board in the foyer with a shortcut to their booth.
Prices are unreasonably reasonable, so don’t delay, and select your
sponsorship before they’re all gone. To find out more about the sponsorship
opportunities (or if you have a creative idea of your own), please contact
Nikki Kelso (nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094) so we can work
together to make your dream a reality.
We look forward to seeing you in the virtual,

Nikki Kelso
Director of Corporate Engagement
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ADX ONLINE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
ADX ONLINE SPONSOR
By sponsoring ADX Online as a whole, you have a fantastic opportunity to deeply engage with every single
visitor. Your brand is featured in all of our promotions about ADX Online, on the outside of the “venue”,
on the registration page, on social media and more. And not only will there be multiple instances of your
branding actively promoted to our entire database, but you will receive the automatic lead capture of
every single visitor to the platform (subject to privacy regulations; excludes exhibitor details).

$19,999 + GST
ONLINE LEARNING LABS

“OUTDOOR” EXPOSURE

Include your pre-recorded webinar in one of the ADX
Online Learning Labs. This means people can engage
with you even before navigating to your booth. Upload
your business learning, product demonstration or
other video and choose whether you want it available
on-demand or broadcast only at certain times.
Receive automatic lead capture of every visitor who
engages with your content.

“OUTDOOR” BANNER (LIMIT 4)
$999 + GST
BUNDLE ALL FOUR BANNERS FOR $2,999 + GST

ADX MELBOURNE LEARNING
LAB SPONSORS
FREE!

All ADX Melbourne Learning Lab sponsors receive free
ADX Online Learning Lab sponsorship. If you haven’t
yet booked your ADX Melbourne Learning Lab,
contact nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094.

ADX ONLINE LEARNING LAB

$999 + GST (FREE FOR ADX MELBOURNE
LEARNING LAB SPONSORS)

•

45-minute video

ADX ONLINE LEARNING LAB MINI
$499 + GST

•

15-minute video

Achieve message cut-through by having your logo
displayed on one of four virtual banners outside of the
ADX Online “venue”, where branding real estate is limited.
Your banner can provide express entry to your booth
and automatic lead capture. Maximise your impact by
purchasing all four banners and save. Bundle in the video
for even more savings.

“OUTDOOR” VIDEO (EXCLUSIVE)

$1,999 + GST

Achieve message cut-through by having your video
displayed on a big screen outside of the ADX Online
“venue”, where branding real estate is limited.

PACKAGE – EXCLUSIVE VIDEO
AND ALL FOUR BANNERS
$3,999 + GST

LOUNGE
$1,999 + GST
Set up your own virtual lounge for visitors to engage with
one another, chat, and absorb your brand messaging.

•
•
•

Naming rights “Your company name Lounge”
Your choice of virtual fit-out branding and colour
scheme
Your choice of engagement opportunities – video
playing on loop, logos, express entry to your booth etc
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

(CONTINUED)

FOYER BANNER (LIMIT 2)

GAMIFICATION SPONSOR (LIMIT 3)

$1,999 + GST
BUNDLE BOTH BANNERS $3,499 + GST

$2,499 + GST
BUNDLE ALL 3 GAMES FOR $5,999 + GST

The foyer is the most-visited place of ADX Online. It is
the first place visitors see (unless they have entered via
express entry). It is where they engage with ADIA for
more information. It is how they navigate to the exhibition
hall Learning Labs, CPD and social lounges. Achieve
message cut-through by having your logo displayed on
one of two banners in the foyer. Your banner logo can
provide express entry to your booth. Maximise your
impact by purchasing both banners and save.

Gamification is a key way that visitors can be
encouraged to spend more time and explore more
widely at the event. There are three games within
ADX Online and each sponsor will capture leads for
every visitor who checks their score or mascot or
participates in the game. To increase engagement in
the game, sponsorship is limited to those companies
able to donate a prize worth over $3,000 – this could
be in the form of product or service, but for maximum
engagement we recommend a more general prize (iPad,
weekend away etc). As gamification sponsor, you can
even choose some of the points-gaining criteria (eg visit
2 booths starting with the same letter of your company,
click on your logo “walking around” in the foyer, watch 2
webinars, connect with someone in the lounge etc).

WELCOME VIDEO BRANDING
$2,999 + GST
Co-brand with ADIA the video in the foyer. This message
from ADIA National President Tanya McRae and CEO
Kym De Britt introduces people to ADX Online and
provides simple advice on how visitors can make the
most of the event.

PACKAGE – WELCOME VIDEO
& GAMIFICATION
$7,999 + GST

VIRTUAL SHOWBAG
$199 + GST

•

Have your digital item pre-populated into every ADX
Online visitor’s virtual showbag.

•

(Free of charge for ADX Melbourne brochure wall
sponsors)

By sponsoring both the Welcome Video and all three
Gamification options, the welcome video will promote
your prizes and encourage people to participate in the
games.

EXIT DOOR BRANDING
(CLICK TO GO BACK TO THE FOYER)
$499 + GST PER DOOR
Display your brand on each of the “exit” doors between
the exhibition hall and the foyer. Clicking the top half
of the door goes to the foyer. Clicking on your brand
provides express entry to your booth.

PACKAGE – BUNDLE ALL 10+ DOORS
$3,999 + GST
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USEFUL INFORMATION
WHY NOT DESIGN YOUR OWN SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGE THAT DELIVERS EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED?
• Your creativity is protected:
if you come up with a new idea
for your sponsorship, nobody else
can use it

• 50% deposit with booking will
secure your sponsorship. Benefits
will commence on payment of
balance owing

• All sponsorship subject to
approval and compliance with
applicable legislation and the
ADIA Code of Practice

• All our communications are
aimed at bringing you More
people, More often, For longer
• Benefits are subject to the timely
provision of required information,
content and imagery

CALL US NOW ON 1300 943 094
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A FOCUS ON YOU
ADX MELBOURNE PRE-EVENT MARKETING

•
•
•
•
•

Advertising in all leading dental publications
Electronic direct mail promotion to more than 15,000 dental professionals
Extensive social media engagement via Facebook, Twitter and app
Dedicated website that profiles members, product launches
and discounted travel and accommodation
Tailored resources for each exhibitor to highlight your participation

ADIA recognises that participation in trade shows is an investment. That’s why
we emphasise value and service. Everything we do is designed to deliver you
More people, More often, For longer.

ADX MELBOURNE EXHIBITOR BENEFITS AND RESOURCES

•
•
•
•
•

Unrivalled support from a team of staff with extensive exhibition experience
Regular tips and advice on making the most of your participation
Exhibitor manuals covering everything you need to know about exhibiting
Discounted airfares to get to ADX Melbourne
from any destination within Australia
Discounted accommodation for hotels in areas close to the exhibition venue

ADX MELBOURNE BENEFITS EXCLUSIVELY
FOR MEMBER BUSINESSES

•
•
•
ADX Melbourne is your
chance to be part of
something special. By
exhibiting, your business
will be able to reach the
many dentists and allied oral
health care professionals
who buy your products and
use your services.
Whether you want to launch
the latest dental products or
highlight your services, ADX
Melbourne will help you to
grow your business.
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•

Discounted furniture hire and exhibition booths
Advance access and preferential booth allocation over non-members
Exclusive use of meeting rooms on-site to hold highlevel discussions with clients (where available)
Exclusive access to resources on the website to promote
your exhibition space and list your products

Unlike many other dental and healthcare events, your access to customers
is all day, throughout the whole Show. You’re not limited to breaks within a
conference. This means you have the time to develop those relationships, fully
demonstrate your product and give customers the time they need to make
purchasing decisions then and there.
There are few other dental trade shows like this anywhere in the world.
ADX Melbourne is tailored specifically to put your business in touch with
the dentists and allied oral healthcare professionals who have purchasing
responsibility. Empowering you to promote your products and services to this
target group is behind every feature of the ADX Melbourne.
For exhibitors and visitors alike, ADX Melbourne is without peer in Australia
– the sole purpose is to bring together the maximum number of dentists and
allied healthcare professionals and allow them to meet businesses just like
yours. Be sure to secure your participation today.

SELECTING YOUR SPACE
The location of your booth at ADX Melbourne is important in bringing traffic to your brand, products or services. That
being said, every business’s location preferences are different. ADIA member businesses enjoy a number of benefits
that include access to preferential booth selection and discounted space. Importantly, ADIA member businesses are
prioritised in space allocations – in previous exhibitions, many non-member businesses missed out on booking space
altogether. So if you’re not yet a member, join today.
To assist you in managing your cashflow in the context of COVID-19, deposits and balance payments will be due on a
delayed schedule:

Secure your spot

(5% deposit)
due on confirmation of your space

Initial deposit

Balance

(15%) due 31 October 2020

(80%) due 28 February 2021

There are four phases of space allocation at ADX
Melbourne. Detailed information about how to participate
in each phase will be circulated to all members and those
businesses which indicate an interest. In order to be
included in the allocation, please email your Expression
of Interest by 12.00midday AEST Tuesday 30 June 2020:

•
•
•

Company name
Company’s authorised representative to
select space – email and mobile number
Space required – number of 3 x 3m spaces and
style of space (island or within a larger block)

NEW! SPONSOR ALLOCATION:
Sponsors which were not included in the initial
allocation; sponsors received after 30 June

•
•

After the initial allocation, those ADX Sydney sponsors
who have committed to sponsoring ADX Melbourne
will be able to select their space in the first instance,
followed by new ADX Melbourne sponsors.
Discuss your space selection needs with Nikki
Kelso nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094
by 5.00pm AEST Friday 10 July 2020 to be
included in the Sponsor Allocation.

jan.vandyk@adia.org.au
(exhibitor only)

MEMBER ALLOCATION:

nikki.kelso@adia.org.au
(sponsorship which includes space)

•

INITIAL ALLOCATION:
6 or more spaces PLUS all islands (ADIA
Members and sponsors only)

•
•
•

Number of booths per participant in this allocation will
be published to all participants in this initial allocation.
All participants will be provided one opportunity by
Friday 3 July 2020 to revise their number of booths.
Space will be allocated in descending order of
size. If there are two or more businesses seeking
the same size space, a ballot will be held by
webinar to determine the order of selection.
ADIA will contact each authorised representative
at the appropriate time in the second week of July
to enable them to select their preferred space.

Any number of spaces (ADIA Members only)

•
•
•

FURTHER ALLOCATIONS:
Subject to availability (Members and Non-Members)

•
•
•
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Once sponsor allocation has been completed,
remaining space will be allocated to other ADIA
member businesses which have submitted
their Expression of Interest by 30 June.
Participants in this round will be contacted to
provide more information about the process.
Islands will be allocated first, followed by those
businesses wanting one to five booths.
ADIA members will be notified of their booth allocation
via email two weeks after the ballot is completed.

Subject to availability, Members can
request new or additional space.
Non‑Members can also request space.
Member requests received after 30 June and any nonMember requests will be processed in order of receipt.
Please note that due to strong demand there is no
guarantee that space will be available at this stage.

Don’t forget - those ADX20 Sydney sponsors
and exhibitors which selected a rebate towards
ADX Melbourne are eligible for special pricing!

ADX MELBOURNE

EXHIBITION
OPTIONS
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RAW SPACE FOR
CUSTOM STANDS

•

Cost per 3m x 3m bare
concrete space

•
•

No carpet, walls or signage included
No power

STANDARD SPACE

•
•
•
•

3 x 3m exhibition booth

•
•
•

Two 150w ﬂoodlights

Grey carpet ﬂooring
Aspen seamless walling
Backlit digitally printed
exhibitor name
One 4amp power point
No furniture included

SINGLE

MEMBER
NON-MEMBER

FOUR BOOTH
ISLAND

MEMBERS
$24,500 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $33,000 EX GST

MEMBERS
$26,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $35,500 EX GST

SIX BOOTH
ISLAND

MEMBERS
$32,500 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $45,000 EX GST

MEMBERS
$35,500 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $49,000 EX GST

EIGHT BOOTH
ISLAND

MEMBERS
$42,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $58,000 EX GST

MEMBERS
$45,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBERS $62,000 EX GST
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$4,750 EX GST
$6,565 EX GST

MEMBER
NON-MEMBER

$5,150 EX GST
$7,090 EX GST

MORE SUPPORT
THAN EVER BEFORE
What makes ADX Melbourne different from an exhibitor’s perspective is that
it’s an event designed by industry for industry and that’s why so much effort
has gone into providing additional support for exhibitors. Not only will your
business benefit from extensive pre-event publicity, it has access to a range of
additional services that are designed to maximise the commercial benefit to be
derived from exhibiting at Australia’s premier dental event.

WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION
Already the Facebook page for ADX Melbourne is one of the largest in
Australia’s dental community and this is a great platform that’s used
to promote your business. ADIA member businesses receive a free
profile on the website and this is not only referenced on the Facebook
page, but also the ADX Melbourne Twitter feed. If you are launching a
new product, be sure to make the best of these popular promotional
avenues.

EXHIBITOR INFORMATION SESSION
It doesn’t matter whether this is your first trade show or whether
your business has participated in many more beforehand, the ADX
Melbourne exhibitor briefing is going to be a great help. It provides
helpful advice and guidance on everything from setting up your booth,
freight and logistics, on-site catering through to how to maximise sales
via pre-event marketing.
There are few other dental trade shows like this anywhere in the world,
an event tailored specifically to put your business in touch with the
dentists and allied oral healthcare professionals who have purchasing
responsibility. Allowing you to introduce your products and services to
this target group is behind every feature of the ADX Melbourne. Take
the next step in the growth of your business and secure your space at
ADX Melbourne today.
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When your business commits
to participating at ADX
Melbourne you have access
to a range of promotional
resources designed to attract
people to your company and
brand including:
•

Logos for use on your
website

•

Email footer with your
booth number

The best part is there is no
additional charge for these.
It’s little things like this
that make ADX Melbourne
the preferred exhibition
opportunity for business.

ADX MELBOURNE

Hi there,
We are pleased to present you with enhanced engagement opportunities at ADX
Melbourne. ADX Melbourne joins ADX Sydney as part of the ADX suite of Shows.
ADX is Australia’s premier dental event and is brought to you by the Australian
Dental Industry Association (ADIA). As the nation’s premier dental exhibition,
ADX can offer you myriad sponsorship opportunities to get your brand, products
or services in front of people who are ready to buy. These opportunities will afford
your business the scope to expand your brand to the greatest number of dental
and allied oral healthcare professionals, all in one place.
ADX Melbourne has been organised for industry by industry and this makes
it different from other dental events. The focus of ADX is to allow companies
to exhibit their dental industry excellence to the widest audience of decision
makers within dental practices and the broader healthcare sectors.
Much work has been undertaken by ADIA to ensure that we bring the
decisionmakers to ADX Melbourne and in turn to help you do business. As a
result, we have seen record growth in attendance over the last six years (with
the exception of COVID-19 impacted ADX Sydney). The following pages outline
how ADIA promotional and marketing opportunities will ensure you maximum
return on investment. But this is just the start. If you have other ideas to
creatively engage new customers via sponsorship, we’d love to hear.
ADX Melbourne sponsorship opportunities will provide you with an additional
chance to strengthen your business profile amongst dentists and allied
healthcare professionals. This year, we’re introducing a Best Activation
prize. ADX Melbourne visitors will be able to vote on the best activation or
engagement. You can remind people to vote for you in your marketing in the
lead-up to the Show, and also remind them at ADX Melbourne. The winner
will receive a cash prize of $5,000, social media tiles and a certificate to
display. This is a great way to draw people to your stand, build a reputation for
awesomeness and ensure they look for you at ADX and in Shows to come.
To find out more about the sponsorship opportunities outlined in this
prospectus (or if you have a creative idea of your own), please contact Nikki
Kelso (nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094) so we can work together to
make your dream a reality.
We look forward to seeing you there,

Nikki Kelso
Director of Corporate Engagement
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PRINCIPAL SPONSOR
EXCLUSIVE
Be seen as the leader in your field as the principal sponsor at Australia’s premier
dental event and largest health exhibition. With several exclusive sponsorship benefits,
the return on investment is clear.

MEMBER $50,000 EX GST

NON-MEMBER $75,000 EX GST

EXHIBITION
• Block of four premium location exhibition booths
BRANDING
• Your logo accompanies the ADX Melbourne logo at
the equivalent size, whenever it appears, including
ADX Melbourne website, social media, cafés,
signage, emails, invitations, tickets, Visitor Bag etc.
EXCLUSIVITY
• Private room for your sales staff to
meet with potential clients

•

Personal introduction by ADIA CEO to the top
ten member attendees of your choice

SHOWCASING
• Three Learning Lab speaking slots
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
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ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
Corporate logo on the ADX Melbourne website
whenever the ADX Melbourne logo appears

•
•

Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website

ADIA WEBSITE
• Acknowledgment on the ADIA website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the exhibition app

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Three opportunities to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media channels

If you have
already arranged a
booth, you can elect to
set up these additional
booths as another
touch-point for your
brand.

ADX MELBOURNE

MAJOR SPONSOR
3 OPPORTUNITIES
Be seen as the fore-runner in your field as a major
sponsor at Australia’s premier dental event and
largest healthcare exhibition.

MEMBER
$30,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $45,000 EX GST
EXHIBITION
• Block of two premium
location exhibition booths
BRANDING
• Your choice of branding on
your exhibition booths
SHOWCASING
• Two Learning Lab speaking slots
MEETING SPACE
• Access to the Exhibitor Lounge
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral
in the Visitor Bag
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ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
Acknowledgement in partner
/ exhibitor sections with
hyperlink to your website

•

ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo
in the exhibition app

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph
about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote
your company through ADX
Melbourne social media channels
leading into the exhibition

If you have
already arranged a
booth, you can elect to
set up these additional
booths as another
touch-point for your
brand.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR
6 OPPORTUNITIES
Be seen as prominent in your field as a supporting
sponsor at Australia’s premier dental event and
largest health exhibition.

MEMBER
$20,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $30,000 EX GST
EXHIBITION
• Block of two exhibition booths
BRANDING
• Your choice of branding on
your exhibition booths
SHOWCASING
• One Learning Lab speaking slot
MEETING SPACE
• Access to the Exhibitor Lounge
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral
in the Visitor Bag
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ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
Acknowledgement in partner
/ exhibitor sections with
hyperlink to your website

•

ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo
in the exhibition app

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph
about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote
your company through ADX
Melbourne social media channels
leading into the exhibition

If you have
already arranged a
booth, you can elect to
set up these additional
booths as another
touch-point for your
brand.

Day

ADX MELBOURNE
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Mother’s Day 2021 is the
day after ADX Melbourne.
Make the most of the
Mother’s Day hype and
select a Mother’s Day
themed engagement
(or create your own). All
sponsorships include
promotion to our database
and social media in
advance of ADX Melbourne.
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MOTHER’S DAY
IDEAS
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MEMBERS $12,000 + GST
NON MEMBERS $16,000 + GST
The complete package with booth, props and digital or print photos. Visitors
can take a photo of themselves any time during the show for the special
mother(s) in their lives. Cross-promote with the creche so kids can even get
involved. Photos can be branded to increase longevity impact and also sent
digitally for maximum social media sharing.

CARICATURIST
MEMBERS $15,000 + GST
NON MEMBERS $19,500 + GST
A professional caricaturist can draw visitors from life or even do a caricature of
visitors’ mums, based on a photo. Makes a great branded keepsake and can
also be shared on social media.

CRÈCHE (SEE PAGE 33)

The crèche provider can lead children in themed age-appropriate activities so
that children have an appropriate gift for the mother figures in their lives, with
or without your branding.
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OTHER MOTHER’S DAY ENGAGEMENT IDEAS
Contact us to talk about how we can support you by marketing your own Mother’s Day engagements such as…

FREE GIFT BOX OF CHOCOLATE
FOR ALL SATURDAY ATTENDEES

Encourage attendance with a small gift for all attendees
on Saturday. Or make the most of the Show and brand
the chocolates specifically for Mother’s Day.

LUCKY DOOR PRIZE ON SATURDAY

Make a huge impact with an amazing, once-in-a-lifetime
giveaway. Whether it’s a car or a practice fit-out, a
week in an exotic location or a lifetime subscription to
a magazine they love, marketing your wonderful gift in
advance of ADX Melbourne will create a crescendo of
excitement culminating on Saturday afternoon, bringing
to your brand More people, More often, For longer.
Contact us to market the fantastic prize to our database
and social media.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

Make the most of the pre-ADX Melbourne marketing
opportunities by running an online competition that also
boosts your social media content. Have your existing
and potential customers tag you in a content item
about a special mum (recipe, photo, memory and some
narrative) and pick a winner. Announce it in your social
media that the winner has to be at ADX Melbourne
to claim their prize when it’s drawn on Mother’s
Day. Contact us to discuss boosting your reach via
ADX Melbourne social media platforms.

EARLY MOTHER’S DAY BREAKFAST
(or morning tea, or lunch, or afternoon tea)

What better way to capture the appreciation of your key
customers by treating them to an early Mother’s Day
Breakfast? Whether they themselves are mothers or are
using the event to acknowledge the special mothers in
their lives, a little hospitality is always a thoughtful touch.
Contact us to discuss venue and catering options.
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POP-UP FLORIST

A local florist can work with you to provide a popup florist on your booth. Either give away posies to
preferred customers, or provide a quick-fix “I forgot it’s
Mother’s Day tomorrow” solution for visitors. Contact us
to discuss promoting your floral heaven.

FREE FLOWER FOR ALL ATTENDEES

Encourage attendance by giving out a single seasonal
flower (unbranded) or wrapped rose (your branding)
for all attendees on Saturday as they depart the Show.
Contact us to discuss pricing based on your floral and
branding selection.

MOTHER’S DAY GIFT STORE

Why not set up a Mother’s Day gift store as part of your
booth? Grabbing the attention of all the attendees
who had other things on their minds and hadn’t quite
managed to buy a gift yet, you are the ultimate solution.
Capture their attention to your brand as they stop by
your “boutique” and pick up a small portable item or
even an experience voucher for someone special. Talk
with us about logistics, goods on consignment and
marketing opportunities in advance of ADX Melbourne.

ADX MELBOURNE

TWO OPPORTUNITIES

CAFÉ

There is no better way to build your
company’s profile than providing coffee.
The go-to place to meet, this sponsorship
activity attracts an elevated level of interest
due to the consistent and return visitation
to the café and seating for exhibitor sales
meetings, providing maximum impressions of
your brand. Positioned within the exhibition
hall, virtually every visitor will pass it, and
exhibitors will suggest meeting at “Your name”
Café. This is a convenient way to strategically
place your staff for less formal engagement
conversations as convention centre staff serve
refreshments at a cost to visitors.

MEMBER
$35,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $45,000 EX GST
UPGRADE

+$20,000 EX GST

Free coffee (& tea) for all comers will

guarantee the popularity of your café.

!

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT IDEAS

•
•

Coloured table tops with your logo
Provide a branded travel coffee cup
to be used again and again, creating
longevity for ongoing brand imprinting

NAMING RIGHTS
• The Café will be promoted as “Your Company Name
Café” or similar and promoted as a meeting place
BRANDING
• Your branding prominently displayed, eg:
wrapping the bar (with lesser ADX Melbourne
and principal partner branding)

•

Large hanging banner above the
bar with your branding

•
•

Branded cups (optional, sponsor to supply)
Staff to wear your branded clothing
(partner to supply)

DIRECT PROMOTION
• One instance of direct email to all registered
and potential delegates, promoting your
involvement and subject matter expertise
COLLATERAL
• Branded gifts or leaflets on every table
(partner to supply; replenished by our staff)
so every person in the space interacts
with your brand, staff or information
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Corporate logo on the ADX Melbourne
website with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition
App as well as a short promotional
paragraph about your company
SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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BARISTA
COFFEE CART

TWO OPPORTUNITIES
Another outstanding way to build your
company’s profile is to provide a much
needed caffeine boost with your coffee cart.
This sponsorship activity attracts an elevated
level of interest due to the consistent
visitation to the cafe, hence ongoing brand
awareness.

NAMING RIGHTS
• The coffee cart will be promoted as
“Your Company Name Coffee” or similar
and promoted as a meeting place

Every person attending ADX Melbourne will
learn of your presence which is what makes
this an ideal sponsorship opportunity. Staff
will serve beverages at a cost to visitors.

BRANDING
• Your branding prominently displayed, eg:
wrapping the bar (with lesser ADX Melbourne
and principal partner branding)

•

Large hanging banner above the
bar with your branding

•
•

Branded cups (optional, sponsor to supply)

MEMBER
$15,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $25,000 EX GST
UPGRADE

Staff to wear your branded clothing
(partner to supply)

DIRECT PROMOTION
• One instance of direct email to all registered
and potential delegates, promoting your
involvement and subject matter expertise
COLLATERAL
• Branded gifts or leaflets on every table (partner to
supply; replenished by our staff) so every person in
the space interacts with your staff or information
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
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+$20,000 EX GST

Free coffee (& tea) for all comers.

ADX MELBOURNE APP
Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•
•
•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice
Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition

ADX MELBOURNE

RELAXATION ZONE
EXCLUSIVE
ADX Melbourne is a big event and all that
buying can be exhausting. Give visitors
a chance to take the load off in your
Relaxation Zone, where they can book in
for a hand, neck, shoulder or head massage
by professional massage therapists.
Aromatherapy and noise cancelling
headphones (sanitised between guests) can
enhance the experience. Immensely popular
at ADX Sydney, with your support, visitors
can rejuvenate, energise and get back into
the action.

MEMBER
$25,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $35,000 EX GST

!

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT IDEAS
You could provide a branded water bottle
as a lasting reminder of the experience.
Quality bottles with your branding will be
used again and again, creating longevity
for ongoing brand imprinting.

EXHIBITION
• Two booths will be provided for the massage
therapists to work their magic
NAMING RIGHTS
• The massage therapy area will be named “Your
Company Name Relaxation Zone” or similar
BRANDING
• Extensive branding of the Relaxation Zone area
and associated signage; therapists can wear
your branded clothing (sponsor to supply);
hanging banner above the Relaxation Zone
to assist people in locating the space
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person who
books in for a massage by using our QR
reader or dedicated booking mechanism
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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NEAT NAIL BAR
EXHIBITION
• Two booths will be provided for the
manicurists to work their artistry
NAMING RIGHTS
• The massage therapy area will be named
“Your Company Name Nail Bar” or similar
BRANDING
• Extensive branding of the Neat Nail Bar area and
associated signage for the term of your sponsorship;
artists can wear your branded clothing (sponsor
to supply); hanging banner above the Neat Nail
Bar to assist people in locating the space

•

Nail art makes every visitor a brand ambassador

VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person who
books in for a nail tidy-up by using our QR
reader or dedicated booking mechanism
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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EXCLUSIVE
Our busy attendees don’t get much time for
themselves. They might use ADX Melbourne
to get a massage or try some of the other
down-time activities available to take a little
break. With your support, they can also get
their nails tidied up and get ready to go back
into the hubbub for some serious purchasing
decisions. Given the current demographics,
this is a great way to show that you
understand your customers and their needs.

MEMBER
$25,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $35,000 EX GST

!

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT IDEAS
Provide a branded nail care set as a
lasting reminder of the experience

ADX MELBOURNE

CAR PARTNERSHIP
EXCLUSIVE
Give attendees an interactive experience
and engage with potential buyers at an
experiential level. Positioning your luxury
car in a dedicated free standing area at
the entrance to the expo, yours is the first
physical brand they see. Captivate every
delegate as they go in and out and, using our
innovative solution, you can collect leads in
a seamless manner. lncentivise warm leads
by offering attendees the opportunity to win a
weekend with your car or just give away free
trips to interested parties. For a crescendo of
excitement, give away your car and achieve
maximum impact.

MEMBER
$25,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $35,000 EX GST

EXHIBITION
• Exclusive premier location exhibition space
prominently located in the foyer area; additional
booth within the main exhibition area
BRANDING
• Your choice of branding in your
exhibition space and booth
SHOWCASING
• One Learning Lab speaking slot
MEETING SPACE
• Access to the Exhibitor Lounge
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person who
expresses interest by using our QR reader
or dedicated booking mechanism
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
EXCLUSIVE
Give delegates a lasting memory of ADX Melbourne with photographs featuring your branding. This
package provides a variety of face-to-face and social media interaction opportunities. Capture attendee
details as they receive a digital photograph, providing you with business leads. Sharing these on social
media within the app and externally creates lasting and extensive brand impressions for your business.
Visitors will be provided the opportunity to have their professional headshot taken to use for personal or
business purposes. You may wish to have your staff member on the stand to provide a meet and greet
service if you wish, or leave it to our skilled photographers to make them feel comfortable for a positive
association with your brand.
Photographs are branded ADX Melbourne / principal partner with your name or logo. If you choose to host
the headshot photographer at your own booth, these photos will be provided without ADX Melbourne /
principal partner branding.

MEMBER $15,000 EX GST

NON-MEMBER $20,000 EX GST

EXHIBITION
• One booth will be provided for the photographer
to provide updated professional headshots
NAMING RIGHTS
• The headshot photo area will be named “Your
Company Name Professional Headshots”
BRANDING
• Extensive branding of the Professional
Headshots booth and associated signage for
the term of your sponsorship; photographers
can wear your branded clothing
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of partner advertising
collateral in the Visitor Bag
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person who
books in for a head shot by using our QR
reader or dedicated booking mechanism
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
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ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition

!

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT IDEAS
Select the best photo from taken at your
booth and shared on social media, and issue
a prize to the photo subject on the last day

ADX MELBOURNE

INTERACTIVE FLOOR
PROJECTIONS
BRANDING
• Clear, engaging branding on your projection(s)
SHOWCASING
• One Learning Lab speaking slot
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag

EXCLUSIVE
Enchant the crowds with interactive or floor
projections that engage visitors with your
brand. Whether one that ripples as though
you’re walking through water, leaves that blow
away from your feet or anything else that you
can imagine, your AV sponsorship support will
create an unforgettable and fun experience.

MEMBER
$25,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $40,000 EX GST
Demonstrate your
commitment to sustainability

by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring
one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS
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ROBOT PARTNER
NAMING RIGHTS
• The robot will be named “Your Company Name robot”
BRANDING
• Clear, engaging branding on your robot(s)
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person
who gives their details to the robot(s)
by using our innovative solution
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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EXCLUSIVE
Stand out from the crowd as the ADX
Melbourne robot sponsor. Engage attendees
in a novel way through interaction with a
roving robot. Selfie robots will invite people to
take a selfie and text, email or print the photo
with your branding for attendees.

MEMBER
$20,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $25,000 EX GST

ADX MELBOURNE

WIRELESS CHARGER
EXCLUSIVE

BRANDING
• Your branding on the battery pack

Power your sales while you ensure event
attendees never go flat. Alleviate battery
anxiety, ensure visitors’ frequent use of the
ADX Melbourne app doesn’t leave them
phone charge nervous.

VISITOR BAG
• You can choose to include charger / battery pack in
the Visitor Bag or include a flyer in the Visitor Bag
directing people to your booth for their free gift

MEMBER
$10,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $15,000 EX GST

ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website

+ SUPPLY OF PRODUCT

ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring

VISITOR BAGS
BRANDING
• Corporate logo printed in prominent position
in full colour on the bag alongside the ADX
Melbourne and principal partner logos
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS

EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY
Each visitor attending the ADX Melbourne
will receive a quality bag filled with exhibition
goodies, with space to hold additional
information and collateral. This product is
a valued exhibition souvenir which will be
re‑used long after the exhibition, increasing
long-term brand exposure beyond those who
attended the exhibition.

MEMBER
$30,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $40,000 EX GST

ADX MELBOURNE

HYDRATION STATION
TWO OPPORTUNITIES
Dental professionals regularly emphasise
the importance of drinking more water and
touring the exhibition is thirsty work, making
the hydration station a fantastic opportunity
to promote your business.
This sponsorship activity has a demonstrated
good level of brand awareness. (Please note
this is space and branding only. Depending
on your choice of water, there may be an
additional cost for supply.)

MEMBER
$6,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $8,000 EX GST

!

VALUE ADD
Secure both hydration stations and
save 50% from the second.

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring
one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS
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NAMING RIGHTS
• The “Hydration Station” will be named
“Your Company Name Hydration Station”
BRANDING
• Extensive branding of the Hydration
Station and associated signage
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of partner advertising
collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition

by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring

CRÈCHE &
PRAM PARKING
NAMING RIGHTS
• The Crèche & Pram Parking will be named
“Your Company Name Crèche” and “Your
Company Name Pram Parking”
BRANDING
• Crèche staff can wear your branded clothing
(partner to supply); your logo will be placed
at the entry and exit points of the crèche
VISITOR DETAILS
• Capture contact details of each person who
books their childcare by using our innovative
solution or dedicated booking mechanism
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
ADX MELBOURNE WEBSITE
• Acknowledgement in partner / exhibitor
sections with hyperlink to your website
ADX MELBOURNE APP
• Listing and corporate logo in the Exhibition App

•

Link to a website, page or online
experience of your choice

•

Short promotional paragraph about your company

SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS

EXCLUSIVE
Almost half of the Crèche parents could
not attend ADX Melbourne if there were
no crèche. The crèche provides a safe and
fun environment for children requiring care
during ADX Melbourne, so parents can spend
more time in the exhibition. This extends the
time they are able to spend engaging with
exhibitors and creates positive association for
your brand. Pram parking helps keeps floors
clear and reassures parents that their prams,
strollers, kids’ bikes and scooters are safe and
secure while they’re browsing the exhibition.

MEMBER
$5,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $10,000 EX GST
UPGRADE

+$10,000 EX GST

Be a fairy godparent and provide free professional
cleaning of prams and strollers

!

ADDITIONAL ENGAGEMENT IDEAS
Provide a free gift to each parent and / or child
(child gifts to be provided to parents only)

ADX MELBOURNE

ADX MELBOURNE BREAKFASTS
ADX Melbourne Breakfasts are a great way to engage more deeply with a large audience. Bringing
together key decisionmakers and leaders in one place, and provide the opportunity to thank your top
customers for their support, as well as meet with new ones. Sponsorship opportunities are limited to
ensure maximum impact of your sponsorship investment.

OPENING
BREAKFAST
The first event of ADX Melbourne, our
opening breakfast features a inspiring guest
speaker and an opportunity to network even
before the doors open.

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR $20,000 EX GST
GIFT SPONSOR
$3,000 EX GST
PLUS SUPPLY OF GIFT

Demonstrate your
commitment to sustainability

by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring
one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS

ADX
MELBOURNE

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR BENEFITS
• 5 minute presentation highlighting your commitment to
supporting the dental profession, dentists as business
owners and professionals, or otherwise aligning your
business with supporting their business success

•

Introduce high profile guest speaker and offer a
brief vote of thanks at the end of her presentation

•

Include promotional material on every
breakfast table or at each place setting

•

Promotion in the breakfast invitation to
our database of over 15,000 people

•

Promotion as the exclusive major Opening Breakfast
sponsor (in our event communications including
registration page and confirmation emails)

•

Allocate one table at the Breakfast (or 8 seats so your
staff can be located strategically among guests)

•
•

Provide a significant-value lucky door prize (optional)

•

Include a gift for each guest (optional)

Request our speaker draws the lucky door prize,
to be presented by your representative

GIFT BAG INSERT
• Provide gift to each guest on the breakfast tables

•
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Talk to us about doubling your impact by
providing the gift bag, too, at no extra charge!

WOMEN IN
DENTISTRY BREAKFAST
PRINCIPAL SPONSOR BENEFITS
• 5 minute presentation highlighting the importance of
women dentists as business owners and professionals,
or otherwise aligning your business with supporting
the business success of women dentists

•

Introduce high profile guest speaker and offer a
brief vote of thanks at the end of her presentation

•

Include promotional material on every
breakfast table or at each place setting

•

Promotion in the breakfast invitation to
our database of over 15,000 people

•

Promotion as the exclusive major Women in Dentistry
sponsor (in our event communications including
registration page and confirmation emails)

•

Allocate one table at the Breakfast (or 8 seats so your
staff can be located strategically among guests)

•
•

Provide a significant-value lucky door prize (optional)

•

Include a gift for each guest (optional)

Request our speaker draws the lucky door prize,
to be presented by your representative

GIFT BAG INSERT
• Provide gift to each guest on the breakfast tables

•

Talk to us about doubling your impact by
providing the gift bag, too, at no extra charge!
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Acknowledging the rise of women in the
dental profession – the majority of dental
professionals are now women – Women in
Dentistry celebrates women as clinicians,
entrepreneurs and business owners. Actively
demonstrate that your brand understands
your customers and their needs by
supporting women in dentistry at the Women
in Dentistry Breakfast.

PRINCIPAL SPONSOR $30,000 EX GST
GIFT SPONSOR		
$5,000 EX GST
PLUS SUPPLY OF GIFT

Demonstrate your
commitment to sustainability

by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring
one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS

ADX MELBOURNE

LEARNING LABS
EXCLUSIVE
Learning Labs are eye-catching custom-built theatrettes on the Show floor providing an opportunity for you
to engage deeply with interested customers and help them run a more successful business. Each 45 minute
(including Q&A) session allows you to engage with warm leads in a more structured manner and by offering nonscientific CPD in accordance with the Dental Board of Australia guidelines, you can capture attendee contact
details as warm leads. Promote and sell your product / service range directly to an audience who have an interest
in buying or just take the time to more subtly promote your brand via attendee learning sessions. Topics can be
anything that helps a dental professional be more successful – increase patient retention, decrease anxiety in
young children, marketing insights, product demonstrations, HR management and more. In 2020, Learning Labs
were drastically oversubscribed in pre-registration due to popularity with visitors. This clearly demonstrates that
ADX Melbourne attendees want to hear from you and interact with your message.

DIY – Create and build your own theatrette
MEMBER $3,000 EX GST

NON-MEMBER $5,000 EX GST

COMPLETE – Let us design and create it for you (costs dependent on design)
MEMBER $12,000 - $20,000 EX GST
PHYSICAL PRESENCE
• Eye-catching Learning Lab designed
to reflect your brand
NAMING
• Space promoted as “Your brand Learning Lab”
BRANDING
• Your brand accompanies all promotion
about sessions in your Learning Lab

•

Position your banners (maximum of 2) at the
entry to the Learning Lab during your session

NON-MEMBER $18,000 - $27,000 EX GST
SHOWCASING
• One speaking slot per day in your Learning Lab
VISITOR BAG
• One piece of collateral in the Visitor Bag
WEBSITE
• Acknowledgment on the ADX Melbourne website
EXHIBITION APP
• Details about your session promoted
in the Learning Lab program

•

Logo with short introductory paragraph, your
preferred contact details and link to website,
page or online experience of your choice

EDM
• One opportunity to launch your Learning Lab and
promote your presentations to our database
SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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PRESENTATION ONLY
MEMBERS
NON-MEMBERS

$1,500 EX GST
$3,000 EX GST

PHYSICAL PRESENCE
• Present your message (brand promotion, business
insights, tools for success or anything you want)
to those who really want to hear from you
• 45 minutes including Q&A
• Capture leads by providing CPD points in accordance
with Dental Board of Australia guidelines
BRANDING
• Position your banners (maximum of 2) at the
entry to the Learning Lab during your session
WEBSITE
• Acknowledgment on the ADX Melbourne website
EXHIBITION APP
• Details about your session promoted
in the Learning Lab program
• Logo with short introductory paragraph, your
preferred contact details and link to website,
page or online experience of your choice
SOCIAL MEDIA
• One opportunity to promote your company
through ADX Melbourne social media
channels leading into the exhibition
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PRIVATE LEARNING LAB EVENTS
Want to hold a private event but your
stand isn’t big enough? Or want to
have it away from your existing stand
for a more intimate group?
Our Learning Labs are a cost-effective
way to host a private event.
Contact us to discuss your needs
nikki.kelso@adia.org.au
1300 943 094
Demonstrate your
commitment to sustainability

by sponsoring

one of our GREEN

OPTIONS

!

Demonstrate your
commitment to
sustainability by

sponsoring
one of
our GREEN

OPTIONS

ADX MELBOURNE

LOW COST, HIGH IMPACT IDEAS
SIGNAGE
MEMBER
$2,000 - $10,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $3,000 - $15,000 EX GST

•

There are many custom opportunities available for
promotional signage. Available signage packages are
all customisable and you are invited to contact
nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094
at ADIA for further information.

EXHIBITION APP
EXCLUSIVE
MEMBER
$5,000 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $7,500 EX GST

•

The ADX Melbourne app is designed to help
visitors and exhibitors alike make the most
of their ADX Melbourne experience. The
app will have a host of useful features and
will assist them with everything they need
regarding ADX Melbourne, including exhibition
map, networking and find your way around,
sponsor / exhibitor info, general info etc.

•

This very small investment provides
up many months of advertising to
a growing social community.

BROCHURE WALL
UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
MEMBER
$300 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $600 EX GST

•

Want to be involved at ADX Melbourne but don’t
have capacity to provide staff? Let us take a load
off your mind as we pick your brochures, keep
them replenished in our brochure stand and
maintain a tidy display area. Limit your outlays to
only those interested in your product and service.

•

Or you can use the brochure stands as
additional wayfinding and incentives for
visitors looking for your exhibition area.
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VISITOR BAG INSERTS
(PROMOTIONAL ITEM)
MEMBER
$1,500 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $3,000 EX GST

•

Showcase your product or service to every visitor
through placement of your marketing collateral in the
ADX Melbourne Conference Bags. Our visitors say
they really value promotional items, not flyers. Why
not print your item with a QR code that goes to your
catalogue? Promotional items are limited to one item
per class to ensure maximum impact of your item.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chocolates / lollies (individually wrapped)
desk toys
diaries
discount vouchers
fidget toys
fridge magnets
glasses cloths
headphones / ear buds
keyring torches
letter openers
notebooks
pencil cases
pen sets
phone accessories
reusable coffee cups
tissues
travel plug converters
umbrellas
USB-powered fans
water bottles

MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

AD
MEM IA
BE
ONL RS
Y

If you are providing an unexpected engagement or activation, something that will
surprise and delight, something out of the ordinary, we can boost your exposure via
a dedicated marketing campaign. Attract More people, More often, For longer to
your brand.
NB This benefit is limited to members promoting an activity. Not available to promote
brands, products or services.

MEMBER $3,000 EX GST
•
•

EDM to database
Social media campaign
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ADX MELBOURNE

MORE IDEAS TO ENGAGE
YOUR AUDIENCE
PRIVATE EVENTS

STAND-OUT STAND

•

•

Want to stand out on your stand and be in
the running to win Best Activation? Why not
tie your brand messaging to a fun activity!

•

Caricature artist – capture contact details in
a snap for digital delivery of the artwork

•
•

Magician – using your products is like magic

•

Garden – set up your space inside out, so your booth
is a garden: see saw, swing, (non-operational) BBQ

MASCOT ROAMING RIGHTS

•

MEMBER
$3,750 EX GST
NON-MEMBER $4,750 EX GST

Oversized games – giant chess, jenga, chequers,
connect 4, quoits, skittles and more

•
•
•

Balloon animals – urban wildlife

Invite your top (eg 10) customers to come to a private
event and bring a dental professional plus one. Your
happy customers are your best brand ambassadors.

ON-STAND PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS,
Q&A AND PRESENTATIONS

•

•

•

Keep the peace with your neighbours and help
your guests hear your message clearly by using
the Silent Sounds headphone system (like
a silent disco, but for CPD!). Contact Silent
Sounds on info@silentsounds.com.au and
mention ADX Melbourne for special pricing.

Cute and cuddly, funny and friendly, mascots liven
up the Show and provide a valuable extension
of your booth space. Mascots can be gianthead figures like you see at a sporting match,
people in costume, or roaming entertainers.
Your mascot is able to participate in our daily
mascot parade then roam the halls throughout
the day, distributing collateral, interacting
with visitors, posing for photos and generating
social media content for your brand.
Don’t have your own mascot yet? You can:
- approach one of the many mascot making
companies in Melbourne to make you a bespoke
mascot costume (convenient for local delivery)
- hire a costume from a costume hire
- buy a costume online or at a party supplies shop
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Jungle – plant hire is an inexpensive way to
turn your booth into a peaceful oasis amid
the hubbub. Pots or palms, hanging plants
or vines, greenery makes us happy!

Giant bubbles – transparency in action
Face painting – turns every visitor
into a brand ambassador

DIY or contact nikki.kelso@adia.org.au | 1300 943 094
to have ADIA arrange the engagement for you.

Do you have
another sponsorship idea?
Contact Nikki Kelso
nikki.kelso@adia.org.au or
1300 943 094

USEFUL INFORMATION
WHY NOT DESIGN YOUR OWN SPONSORSHIP
PACKAGE THAT DELIVERS EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED?
• Your creativity is protected:
if you come up with a new idea
for your sponsorship, nobody else
can use it
• All sponsorship subject to
approval and compliance with
applicable legislation and the
ADIA Code of Practice
• 50% deposit with booking will
secure your sponsorship. Benefits
will commence on payment of
balance owing

• All our communications are
aimed at bringing you More
people, More often, For longer
• EDMs and social media benefits
promote your engagement
• Benefits are subject to the timely
provision of required information,
content and imagery

CALL US NOW ON 1300 943 094
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ADX MELBOURNE

GUIDELINES
1.

ADIA CUSTOM STAND GUIDELINES

The following guidelines sets out Exhibition Stand design principles which are permitted in association to the Exhibition.
They have been designed to increase the visual appeal of the Exhibition, maintain a degree of uniformity without limiting
individual creativity, meet the Melbourne Convention Exhibition Centre (MCEC) safety requirements (which incorporate
those within the Building Code of Australia) and ensure that the design of one Exhibitor’s Exhibition Stand does not
adversely impact upon the safety or amenity of other Exhibitors and Visitors.
It is important to note that the design of all custom stands must be approved by ADIA and the MCEC not later than
30 November 2020. If a design has not been approved it cannot be erected within the Exhibition Hall.

1.1

Approval

1.2

General requirements

1.1.1

For all custom-built stands, and when
otherwise designated, exhibitors must
submit their design for approval to ADIA
not later than 30 November 2020.

1.2.1

During the construction phase, protective
sheeting and / or matting must be laid if
any materials are to be cut in the hall.

1.1.2

Both ADIA and the MCEC retain the right
to refuse a design for an Exhibition Stand
where it either breaches these guidelines or
the design is likely to adversely impact upon
the visual amenity of visitors or exhibitors.

1.2.2

All components of the Exhibition Stand
must be constructed and operate wholly
within the designated Exhibition space.

1.2.3

Unless otherwise stated, there is a maximum
build height of 5.0 metres from the floor. If
the custom stand is within a block not wholly
owned by the exhibitor there is a maximum build
height of 3.5 metres so that other surrounding
stands within the block are not overshadowed.

1.2.4

All signage must be within the Exhibition Space
and within height limits. Signage may be hung
below 5.0 metres if the exhibitors has four or less
stands. Exhibitors with more than four stands
may hang banners between 6.0 and 8.0 metres.

1.2.5

Exhibitors may not build over aisles or
outside the allocated exhibition space
unless they have applied for and received
written permission from ADIA.

1.2.6

Exhibitors allocated space on both sides of
an aisle may seek permission from ADIA to
carpet and aerially theme that part of the aisle
to match their Exhibition Stand design, unless
the aisle is designated a main thoroughfare.

1.2.7

The exhibition centre halls have a floor
loading capacity of 20kpa (2000kg/sqm).
You are required to notify ADIA if you will be
displaying any item over this weight limit.

1.2.8

Equipment that has movable components must
operate wholly and solely within the allocated
booth space even when at full extension.

1.1.3
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In the event that an Exhibition Stand is
erected that does not comply with these
guidelines or is likely to adversely impact
upon the safety or amenity of other Exhibitors
and Visitors, ADIA or MCEC may order that
the stand be modified or dismantled.

1.3

Stand dimensions

1.3.1

Maximum height of the stand must not
exceed 5.0 as measured from the floor
to the uppermost part of the stand.

1.3.2

Rigging and lighting may be housed
between 6.0m and 8.0m.

1.3.3

Rigging contractors must be pre-approved by
the MCEC. Use the appropriate application form
to submit a permission request from the MCEC.

1.3.4

All lighting must be within the
footprint of the exhibition space.

1.3.5

The reverse side of all custom stand walls
higher than 2.4m within a block must be white
clean finished with no branding or signage.

1.4

Vehicles

1.4.1

Automotive vehicles (including cars, vans,
motorbikes, scooters and watercraft) may
be placed within an Exhibitors Exhibition
space at the absolute discretion of ADIA.
Prior written approval is required.

1.4.2

Each door of any automotive vehicle permitted
within an Exhibition Space must be able to
fully open with the footprint of that space.

1.4.3

For every displayed motor vehicle,
the following will be the minimum
equipment recommendations:

1.4.3.1

Up to three (3) Motor Vehicles per Stand

1.4.3.2

1 x 2.3kg, A:B(E) dry powder
extinguisher mounted in a prominent
location in accordance with
relevant Australian Standards

1.4.3.3

1.4.3.4

The motor vehicle fuel filler cap must be either
sealed or secured to prevent easy removal
of the fuel cap by unauthorised persons
Under no circumstances may fuel
be decanted or vehicles filled on the
loading dock or inside the venue.

1.5

Booth specifications

Total height including
raised floor
Empty space
Banners may be hung
Rigging and lighting

5.0m
5.0m to 6.0m
below 5.0m and between 6.0m and 8.0m
(refer guidelines above)
between 6.0m and 8.0m

Exhibitors allocated space on both sides of an aisle
may seek permission from ADIA to carpet and aerially
theme that part of the aisle to match their Exhibition
Stand design, unless the aisle is designated a main
thoroughfare
10.0m

Height of hall

8.0m

Banners may be hung
in this range

6.0m

Empty space

5.0m

Reverse side of custom
walls in this range must
be plain white finished

Total maximum booth
height including
raised floor

Banners may be hung
up to this point

2.4m

Not to scale

1.6

Dimension Plan

10.0m
6.0m to 8.0m
6.0m to 8.0m
5.0 to 6.0m
5.0m

Hall height
Rigging and lighting
Banners for businesses
Empty space
Maximum height of custom stands

3.5m

Banners may hang below 5.0m
Height of premium stands and custom stands
within a block not wholly owned by an exhibitor

MCEC GUIDELINES
Please also refer to the following documents available on
the ADIA Exhibitor Portal:
MCEC Operations Manual – these policies and
procedures are mandatory
MCEC Exhibitor Services Guide
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Rigging and lighting

ADX MELBOURNE

GUIDELINES (CONTINUED)
2.

CABLES

2.1

Due to building structure, temporary
cable reticulation differs to that of Bays
1-20. This section of the Exhibition Centre
is situated above a car park. This allows
for cable reticulation via cable trays run
through (and accessed by) the car park.

2.2

2.3

Due to Bays 21-26 being located above
a retail shopping centre (DFO) there is no
access underneath to reticulate cables. A
series of trenches and pits provide access
to a ‘sub-floor’ and network of trenches
that allow cables and hydraulic services
to be reticulated to the required location
from ‘primary pits’ to ‘secondary pits’.
Electrical contractors must ensure that all
cabling is installed to prevent trips and falls and
is tested and tagged as per relevant standards.

3.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

3.1

All electrical leads intended for use within
the venue need to be tagged and tested
in accordance with Australian Standards
prior to use on site. This includes any brand
new electrical leads or power cables.

3.2

Avoiding the following is
critical to safety:

3.2.1

use of damaged electrical leads or untagged/
out of date, tools or equipment

3.2.2

use of electrical leads, tools and equipment
in damp or wet conditions unless they are
specially designed for use in those conditions

3.2.3

placement of electrical leads where
they may be damaged (e.g. on vehicle
access ways, over sharp edges etc.)

3.2.4

overloading electrical circuits

3.2.5

use of modified tools or equipment.
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4.

ELECTRICAL TESTING
AND TAGGING

4.1

For events where the client has appointed an
electrical contractor, the electrical contractor
must ensure that a test and tag facility is
available on site and all equipment is inspected.

4.2

Every piece of electrical equipment that is
brought on-site must be tested and tagged in
accordance with relevant Australian Standards
prior to use. Exhibitors must ensure that all loose
cables are secured to avoid tripping hazards.

4.3

Jim’s Test and Tag will be on site on Thursday 6
May 2021 to assist with any testing and tagging.

5.

WORKING FROM HEIGHTS

5.1

It is important that all heights-based tasks and
fall-from-heights risks are identified. Organisers
are required to assess all factors that could
contribute to a fall, including the type of task,
physical surroundings, conditions and the
time needed for completion of the task.

5.2

It is the responsibility of the organiser to ensure
compliance with the current Work Health
Safety legislation. All hazard identification,
risk assessments along with appropriate
solutions to the issues are to be provided to
ADIA on request during planning stages.

5.3

Working from heights procedures
and approaches:

5.3.1

Risk control measures should be put in
place to eliminate where possible, and
otherwise minimise, any risk of a fall

5.3.2

Ladders should only be used where other
methods of working from height are not
practicable; the fall height is the distance
the person’s feet are supported on the
ladder to the level or surface below

5.3.3

Organisers are advised to ensure that
procedures are in place for any incidents
and all employees are provided with all
information, instructions and training
about risks of working from heights

6.

FLOOR LOADING

6.1

The Exhibition Bays have been designed to
tolerate loads of up to 20 kPa or 2,000kg per
sqm. Please discuss with ADIA if you anticipate
your stand will have loads in excess of this.

8.4

The following video tutorials are useful to
refer to whilst undertaking the induction:

8.4.1

MCEC Site Induction - completing
your pre-qualification

8.4.2

MCEC Site Induction - completing your induction

8.5

Forklifts may only be operated by MCEC
staff and nominated freight forwarding staff.
Forklifts must be operated by a licensed driver
and accompanied by a trained spotter.

8.6

All workers (including event organisers,
contractors, exhibition staff and foreign labour)
involved in the construction of stands or the
on-site operation of an event must be covered
by a worker’s compensation insurance policy.
Please note that insurance taken outside of
Australia may not be valid within Australia.

6.2

Written approval from MCEC is required
to bring in any heavy or vibrating
equipment which might cause damage
to the floor or any part of the Centre.

7.

FOREIGN LABOUR

7.1

Any foreign staff working on the event must have
current and applicable visas and insurances.
Please note that insurance taken outside of
Australia may not be valid within Australia.

8.

EXHIBITION STAFF &
CONTRACTORS

8.7

All workers must:

8.1

MCEC is committed to providing a safe working
environment and working with our stakeholders
to strive for best practice in Occupational Health,
Safety and Environmental management.

8.7.1

understand and adopt safe work practices
(as is required for local staff)

8.7.2

The following people are required to
complete the online site induction module1
prior to completing work at MCEC:

understand the safe use of tools and equipment
relevant for the task being undertaken and
that they comply with Australian Safety
Standards (as is required for local staff)

8.7.3

8.2.1

Event organisers directly managing
event contractors

be appropriately licensed in Australia
(as is required for local staff)

8.7.4

8.2.2

Event suppliers building or
constructing goods onsite

8.2.3

Exhibitors building or constructing their stand

It is a requirement that all contractors including
foreign labour working onsite should receive
induction on MCEC’s contractor management
system (Linksafe) prior to commencing work.

8.7.5

8.3

It is recommended that all people are familiar
with the Work Health and Safety Manual
prior to completing the online induction. View
the Work Health and Safety manual here.

ADIA reserves the right to ask for
proof of insurances and contractor
induction at any given time.

8.2

1

Each company will need to be registered with MCEC before they can complete the module. To register your company please send an email with
your company details to cms@mcec.com.au. Once registered with MCEC the nominated administrator will receive an email with further instructions
to complete the registration, along with a link to share with all those working on site to complete the online induction. For companies already
registered with MCEC, please contact your nominated administrator to share the link to those working on site to complete the required online
site induction. If you have any queries about the induction or if you are experiencing any issues please contact MCEC on +61 3 9235 8385 or
+61 3 9235 8386 or email cms@mcec.com.au.
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ADX MELBOURNE

GUIDELINES (CONTINUED)
9.

RIGGING

9.1

Bays 21 – 26 have 28 ceiling rigging pits
within each bay. These pits are located at
each end of the rigging beams. The pits
alternate with the following services:

9.1.1

1 x 50A 3-phase / 1 x 32A 3-phase

9.1.2

6 x Cat6 Data

9.1.3

1 x 6 Core Fibre

9.2

Rigging can only be completed by a
MCEC approved rigging company.

9.3

Details of rigging required should be
shown on your custom stand plan
and submitted for approval.

10.

STAND CONSTRUCTION

As a general rule the MCEC Operations or Logistics
Manager will endeavour to inspect all stands to ensure
that they are safe and do not pose a hazard to any user at
MCEC. MCEC reserves the right to request modification
or close any stand which is deemed to be a safety hazard.
Custom stand plans and upgrades must be submitted
to ADIA for approval and cannot be constructed without
ADIA approval. For more in-depth information around
Stand Design please refer to the MCEC Operations
Manual or liaise with the event organiser directly.

10.1

Stand materials

10.1.1 Stand materials and construction must not
cause dampness, stain or be readily ignitable
10.1.2 Stand materials must not be capable of
emitting toxic fumes should ignition occur
10.1.3 Crepe paper, corrugated cardboard, straw, hay,
untreated hessian, untreated material fabrics
or PVC sheet (except on floors as a protective
membrane) requires prior approval from MCEC
10.1.4 Sawdust, tan bark or wood chips of reasonable
size may be used to decorate floors, provided:
10.1.4.1

A protective membrane is laid first and chips
are kept slightly moist at all times; and

10.1.4.2

A fire extinguisher is provided by
the exhibitor and be placed in a
prominent location on the stand

10.1.4.3

Any fabric used in the construction or
decoration of a stand, including the stand
ceiling, must be treated with a fire retardant.
MCEC will require proof of treatment

10.1.5 A swimming pool or spa containing water,
and all moving machinery or equipment
likely to injure a member of the public must
be separated from the public by a physical
barrier and supervised at all times.
10.1.6 Fountains, aquariums, spas, rock pools
and swimming pools can be displayed,
provided suitable provisions are made to
prevent water leakage onto the floor
10.1.7 No core drilling or fixing into any
floor or wall is permitted
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10.2

Stand height

Any stand with a height greater than 2.4m must be
approved by the organiser.

10.3

Stand flooring

10.3.1 Flooring that is between 0mm to 32mm
requires edging with a grading of 1:1.3, and
flooring above 33mm to 115mm high requires
a beveled edge, which does not exceed an
angle of 30 degrees or a grading of 1:1.8. The
beveled edge must be incorporated into the
stand space and not extend into the aisle.
10.3.2 All flooring that exceeds 115mm in height
is deemed to be a step. If the stand is
to be accessed by the general public or
exhibition attendees, a ramp must be
provided within the allocated stand space.

10.4

Stand visibility

10.4.1 MCEC requires all stands to be open
for visual inspection at all times.
10.4.2 No stands may be covered or blocked
by fabric or material at any time.
10.4.3 MCEC will conduct regular stand
visual safety inspections both during
stand build and the exhibition.
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adx.melbourne

Help tell the story
#ADXexpo
#ADXMelbourne
#ADXonline

For more information please contact

exhibitions@adia.org.au
partnerships@adia.org.au
membership@adia.org.au
1300 943 094

ONLINE

